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Abstract: Manual generation of vocal speech user interfaces requires effort in differ-
ent disciplines. This includes designing the interaction between a user and the system,
configuring toolkits for speech input and output of the user interface, and setting up a
dialogue manager for the behavior of the user interface. It requires even more effort
if the user interfaces have to be created for several platforms. We present an approach
to semi-automatically generate command-based vocal speech user interfaces from an
interaction model. We address user interfaces for dialogue-based interactive systems.
The interaction is designed once and the user interface for vocal speech input and out-
put can be generated for different platforms. The aim is that UI designers focus on
high-level dialogue design between a human and a computer instead of the low-level
vocal speech UI engineering.

1 Introduction

Current research approaches for generating user interfaces (UIs) mainly address the gener-

ation of WIMP-GUIs [VdBMB+10, Van08]. Semi-automatic generation for speech-based

UIs, however, is a promising approach to strive for multimodal UIs or synchronous speech

UIs (speech input and speech output in one UI). Pure speech UIs have a niche, e.g., for

visually impaired people or those that want to have their hands free while working with a

UI.

This work presents an approach for semi-automatic generation of speech UIs for dialogue-

based interactive systems. Our approach is based on a high-level discourse-based Com-

munication Model [FKH+06, Pop09] and includes dedicated tool support for generating

at design-time both a speech input UI and a speech output UI. As a running example, we

present an interface of a mobile service robot in a shopping environment. In principle, this

robot is a semi-autonomous shopping cart that supports a user while shopping [KPR+11].

This robot has a multimodal UI, however, in the context of this paper we focus on the

speech input and output parts.

The remainder of this work is organized in the following manner: First, we present back-

ground information. Then we illustrate our approach for semi-automatic generation of a
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